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One, two, three with Dora,
Elephant & Co.

Learning English at preschool age – A comparison of programme concepts

How can television be used to in-

troduce children to foreign lan-

guages? Preschoolers can learn a

second language quite casually. An

IZI study examines a variety of TV

formats and their potential.

A
ccording to research findings

over the past 30 years, even

preschoolers can learn suc-

cessfully with the help of television

(cf. Fisch, 2004). Only a few studies,

however, have focussed on language

learning at an early age by means of

television, for example the recent stu-

dy “English for beginners”1. The 3

fundamental issues for investigation

were:

� Does (repeated) television viewing

produce an enhanced learning ef-

fect in the foreign language?

� Does this enhanced learning effect

depend on the type of programme

or format?

� Does the enhanced learning effect

vary according to the group of

children?

Learning English between

the ages of 3 and 6

Children in Germany are now learn-

ing a foreign language at a much ear-

lier age, in most cases English. Start-

ing to learn English today is no long-

er only possible upon entering sec-

ondary school. Depending on the fed-

eral state, systematic English learn-

ing today starts in 3rd, sometimes in

1st grade and occasionally even in

kindergarten. In terms of learning a

foreign language, a distinction has to

be drawn between the casual ac-

quisition of an additional language

in the child’s family, i. e. in the im-

mediate environment, and the organ-

ised learning of a language at school

or in a language course, for example.

These learning environments create

very different learning processes.

Learning English in a

natural environment …

… is supported by “the earlier, the

better” motto. The earlier children

learn another language, the more

closely the learning process resem-

bles the acquisition of the mother

tongue. Young children can learn a

language without any guidance. They

learn in a way different to adults, who

associate learning a language with

hard work. The impression that chil-

dren find learning a language very

easy is accurate. Children have cer-

tain advantages to adults in their cas-

ual learning of a foreign language:

they can differentiate more easily

between specific sounds; they bene-

fit from a greater degree of linguis-

tic flexibility in addition to a high mo-

tivation level. Children who learn

another language at an early age in

their natural environment achieve a

high level of grammatical proficien-

cy and pronunciation similar to that

of a native speaker. The ability to

speak several languages has no neg-

ative effects, as is feared sometimes

even today. On the contrary, evidence

has come to light that this ability has

positive effects on children’s overall

cognitive development (Franceschini,

2003, p. 6).

A guided approach to learning a

foreign language …

... in schools for example, does not

support in absolute terms the validity

of the motto “the earlier, the better”,

according to recent findings (Klippel,

2000, p. 16). In this case, adolescents

and adults are learning faster. In our

view, learning a foreign language via

television represents an unconscious

learning situation for children aged 3

to 6 rather than a guided and structur-

ed teaching and learning situation.

The study

The study “English for beginners”

was carried out in 10 Munich kinder-

gartens from May to June 2006. 158

boys and girls aged 3 to 4 respective-

ly 5 to 6 participated. It was ascertain-

ed beforehand which languages were

spoken in the children’s families.

Over 1/2 of the children came from

families whose only language was

German; the other children had a mul-

tilingual background. The children

were divided into 4 equally sized
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groups, each of which watched a pro-

gramme for subsequent evaluation.

4 programmes were selected for the

study. On the one hand, we included

programmes that were on TV at the

time of the study (or broadcast short-

ly afterwards). On the other hand, the

evaluation targeted various genres

and adaptations or methods of

learning English. On this basis, we

chose Die Sendung mit dem Elefan-

ten (“The programme with the ele-

phant”, WDR), Dora the Explorer

(NICK Jr.) in addition to the BBC

programmes Razzledazzle and Some-

thing Special. All 4 formats were test-

ed for the following sub-skills of lan-

guage learning:

� Language awareness: the aware-

ness for languages, their variety,

their differences, their structure

and their function.

� Listening/viewing comprehension:

comprehension on the basis of lan-

guage heard and of sounds with

additional visual input.

� Listening comprehension: com-

prehension of language heard and

sounds.

� Receptive vocabulary acquisition:

passive understanding of words.

� Productive vocabulary acquisition:

understanding of words, and being

able to use them actively.

� Attitude and motivation with re-

gard to languages and learning lan-

guages.

In addition to these language-related

criteria, the children’s reception and

learning behaviour were assessed for

all the programmes.

The “English for beginners”-study

included a pre-test and a main explo-

ration with two tests. The children

participating watched the same pro-

gramme on four consecutive days.

The first test took place after the 1st

viewing of the programmes, the sec-

ond after the 4th viewing.

The procedure was identical in all of

the kindergartens participating: each

group of 10 children watched a pro-

gramme in the morning or in the af-

ternoon. Whenever possible, the com-

position of the group remained unal-

tered. We are well aware that this sit-

uation is hardly comparable to that

of the natural environment, in which

children watch television alone or

with parents or siblings. But this ar-

rangement permitted to collect data

from many preschool children in a

relatively short period. Methodical-

ly, the results are based on guided in-

terviews and the video analysis of the

TV reception.

Interviews

In guided interviews conducted with

individual children subsequent to the

1st and 4th presentation of the pro-

gramme, they were asked questions

on the contents of the programme that

were related to the sub-skills of

English language learning. The de-

velopment of the questionnaires and

materials took into account the

children’s age and the level of de-

velopment and language skills. Spe-

cial attention was paid to the rhythm

of the interview situation and the

integration of frequent play elements.

Video analysis

In order to analyse the learning pro-

cesses of the participants, the children

were recorded on video on the first

and last day. Subsequently, the recep-

tion behaviour of each individual

child was evaluated

on the basis of a TV

activation scale at

5-second intervals

with the computer

software “Video-

graph”.

The TV activation

scale specially de-

veloped for this

study is based on the

findings of similar

research projects on

TV reception re-

search (cf. Ander-

son et al., 2000), on

observation instru-

ments applied in primary education

research for assessing educational

processes (cf. Mayr/Ulich, 2006) and

on our own findings prior to this

study. The evaluation scale consists

of the sub-categories “attentiveness”,

“involvement” and “participation”.

Each of these categories will be de-

scribed and defined more precisely in

the following paragraph using de-

tailed observation criteria.

Results

Initially, the results for the individual

formats will be presented, since they

already include specific aspects of

learning English. In this phase, ex-

amination of the data from the guid-

ed interviews shed light on “what”

was actually learnt. The results of the

video analysis informed about “how”

learning takes place.

Dora the Explorer

The animated cartoon character Dora

experiences a wide range of adven-

tures with her monkey friend, Boots.

One salient feature of the series is a

clear structure recurring in every epi-

sode. The programme was created in

the United States and focusses not only

on the learning of a foreign language

but also on other important spheres

of preschool learning. The initial set-

ting always presents a problem Dora

attempts to solve.

The path to the so-

lution is shown to

her in stages by a

character called

“Map”. Every pro-

gramme ends with

the song “We did it”.

The “German” Dora

speaks English and

German.2 Some

characters, however,

communicate only

in their mother

tongue, English. In

these situations Do-

ra translates for the
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viewers. Only a few new English

words are introduced in every epi-

sode. Key words such as “backpack”

or “map” are repeated many times in

every programme. One special

feature of this format is Dora and

Boots addressing the TV audience

directly. The children are urged to join

in, to repeat the words and to help

find the solution.

In the study, the episode Sticky tape

was evaluated. Boots and Dora want

to help Benny the Bull. It seems his

hot air balloon is going to crash, and

he desperately needs sticky tape to

seal the hole in his balloon.

What and how do children learn

with Dora?

The repetition of the programme pro-

duced higher learning results in all

the foreign language learning areas

examined. While viewing the pro-

gramme, the children participating

acquired vocabulary they were able

to reproduce, even actively after the

4th viewing. Little English vocabula-

ry is presented, however, with only

one or two new words being introduc-

ed in each episode. The programme

frequently repeats the vocabulary rel-

evant for understanding the content

to support the learning process. This

repetition is extremely effective, since

it is meaningfully integrated in con-

stantly new situational contexts. This

particularly applies to the programme

Dora the Explorer, where the repe-

tition factor has a great influence on

the development of productive vocab-

ulary.

The encounter between Dora and na-

tive English speaker Tico was a more

complex language situation in the

episode used to evaluate listening

comprehension skills. Dora interprets

the English spoken. During the inter-

view we presented the situation as a

film without Dora interpreting to the

children. Almost 1/2 of the children

were able to reproduce the gist of

Dora’s dialogue in the 1st test. The re-

petition produced but negligible im-

provements in listening/viewing com-

prehension. When, on the other hand,

we presented only the conversation

between Tico and Dora for testing lis-

tening comprehension, the correct

answers amounted to less than 10 %

during the 1st test. The repetition,

however, clearly led to a significant

improvement in learning results in

this case.

When the children saw the pro-

gramme the first time, a lack of at-

tentiveness was observed in only 2 %

of the 5-second time segments. In

other words, extremely high levels of

attentiveness were registered. The re-

ception behaviour changed during the

3rd repetition, however. Attentiveness

levels declined, i. e. there was an in-

crease in the lack of attentiveness, but

there was a rise in involvement and

participation levels.

The results of the video analysis are

closely related to the programme’s

“interactive concept”. The appeals to

join in, repeat or lend a helping hand

resulted in an interactive experience

for most children. This method, rel-

atively new for TV programmes, is

seldom used for learning English and

the transmission of other educational-

ly relevant contents; this approach is

usually applied to retain children’s

attention. The positive attitude to

learning English was but negligibly

enhanced by repeating the pro-

gramme. The overall result revealed

that the older children learnt more

from the programme than the

3- to 4-year-olds. We did not

register a significant gender

difference.

The German programme

Die Sendung mit dem

Elefanten

The little blue elephant is the

mascot of the German pre-

school TV magazine Die

Sendung mit dem Elefanten

(“The programme with the

elephant”) (cf. Sistig in this

issue). The short elephant

clips serve as a partition be-

tween the various magazine

items. We tested two of these items

for English language learning oppor-

tunities; only the two clips below were

evaluated in this study.

The story of pig family Wutz in

Peppa Wutz (English original pro-

gramme: Peppa Pig) is shown twice.

The first, somewhat shorter version

(Peppa Pig) is in English, the second

(Peppa Wutz) is in German, separat-

ed by a brief Elephant clip.

In the second item, the children see

and hear the song “Old MacDonald

had a farm”. The contents are illus-

trated with animated film.

Both items are original materials from

English-speaking countries. The use

of authentic materials is considered

to be particularly beneficial in Eng-

lish didactics. Peppa Wutz/Peppa Pig

is attuned to the life environment of

children. Comprehension is support-

ed by the use of language adjusted to

the target group. The individual char-

acters speak after each other, have a

clear pronunciation, and the dia-

logues are not eclipsed by back-

ground noises. The children see the

English version before the German.

Questions, hypotheses and problems

arise, which are possibly solved when

the children view the German ver-

sion.

Storytelling is an accepted method of

early foreign language teaching. One

important principle is the integration

of the children in the story. Children
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are invited not only to listen, but also

to experience the story. The story of

Peppa Wutz and her pig family could

be described as the television-specif-

ic adaptation of storytelling. Unlike

storytelling in class, the children see

the story. Activities before, during

and after the narration, characteristic

of storytelling with children, are not

(yet) integrated in the example of

Peppa Wutz.

Concerning “Old MacDonald had a

farm”, it should be noted that chil-

dren readily accept and enjoy songs

as a method for learning. When sing-

ing, they have no inhibitions about

expressing themselves via language.

As the rhythm and the melody are

their main priority, they do not even

realise they are learning while sing-

ing. Singing represents a playful ap-

proach to speech production and un-

consciously practising pronunciation.

What and how do children learn

from Die Sendung mit dem

Elefanten?

Both in Die Sendung mit dem Ele-

fanten and in Dora the Explorer, 5-

to 6-year-olds benefited more from

the English presented than 3- to 4-

year-olds. Evaluating the results on

gender-specific lines proved to be

more difficult. As in the analysis of

the data from Dora the Explorer,  Die

Sendung mit dem Elefanten yielded

no evidence that girls produce better

results than boys in all areas of

English learning. The responses by

boys and girls to the questions on lis-

tening and listening/viewing compre-

hension were similar. However, the

girls achieved better results on the

questions regarding motivation and

attitude, and the boys on vocabulary

acquisition.

Showing the Peppa Wutz story in

English and subsequently in German

proved to be beneficial. The interview

results substantiated the positive in-

fluence of the programme on the lan-

guage awareness of the children par-

ticipating.

The comparison of Peppa Wutz with

the song “Old MacDonald” revealed

surprising differences. Simple alloca-

tion exercises testing passively avail-

able vocabulary produced but negli-

gible differences in both tests. In the

case of more challenging tasks on this

sub-category of English learning, the

vocabulary in the song was better

remembered than that of the story.

This observation was corroborated by

the results on productive vocabulary

acquisition. Especially the 1st test re-

vealed clear differences between the

story and the song, but these differ-

ences evened themselves out in the

2nd test. The comparison of reception

behaviour showed in both tests that

the participants followed the story

less attentively than the song.

The repetitions helped all the children

– irrespective of age and gender – to

improve their results on the questions

about the Peppa Wutz story. Over

twice as many children managed to

answer the listening comprehension

questions correctly after the 3rd repe-

tition.

After being asked to listen to the sto-

ry several times, the children partici-

pating judged their English learning

progress far more positively than in

the 1st test. This tendency concurs

with the results from the interviews.

Their attitude towards learning Eng-

lish and their motivation to learn

English was enhanced by Die Sen-

dung mit dem Elefanten.

Showing an animated cartoon story

in English, followed up by the Ger-

man-language version, seems to be

an interesting and child-oriented ap-

proach to learning English via tele-

vision. Its potential has so far hardly

been exploited.

The video analysis reveals that the

repetitions of the episode create sig-

nificant opportunities for learning.

After viewing the English version, the

children put forward their own hypo-

theses on the events shown; they

asked questions and made the first at-

tempts at translation. These learning

processes could be tuned into and

intensified by inserting some guid-

ance before the English version, be-

tween the two versions and at the end

of the German story, which would

serve to optimise the learning expe-

rience.

Razzledazzle

Razzledazzle is a BBC programme,

sections of which were used for this

study.

“Razzledazzle is about listening to spe-

cific sounds, rhythms and words, giving

a fun pre-literacy experience before the

formal process of literacy teaching be-

gins.” (BBC-Homepage)3

Razzledazzle is designed to promote

the speaking, listening and under-

standing of English and endeavours

to train the phonetic awareness of

British children in their preparation

for the reading and writing process.

The programme consists of 4 learning

portals moderated by the animated

cartoon character Razzledazzle.

For our study, 2 learning portals were

selected: “Rhyme Time”, a rhyth-

mically structured sound and rhyme

world4, and “Once upon a Tale”, the

learning portal of storytelling, where

children are told stories in the studio

and then invited to join in. For this

study Razzledazzle was selected not

only because of its significant learn-

ing aspects with poems and stories in

the context of English learning but

also for evaluating immersive learn-

ing with the TV medium.

“Immersion is a method of conveying a

foreign language so that the language is

used completely and naturally for all ac-

tivities in the daily environment.”5

Throughout the programme Razzle-

dazzle creates such language immer-

sion, fulfilling many of the criteria

necessary for this concept. One limi-

tation should be pointed out, i. e. it

does not warrant the duration of lan-

guage input required of immersive

learning (at least half a day in kin-

dergarten).
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What and how do children learn

from Razzledazzle?
In the study, Razzledazzle revealed

particularly striking differences be-

tween the two age groups. Only the

5- to 6-year-olds acquired active vo-

cabulary, producing better results

than the younger children in all the

sub-skills. The repetition failed to

produce increases in learning in all

the points tested, particularly in the

case of the 3- to 4-year-olds.

The attitude of the latter group to

learning a language was worsened by

the repeated viewing of the pro-

gramme Razzledazzle. Particularly

the children who did not fare so well

in the other interview questions

adopted a critical

view towards

learning English.

Further evidence

for the difficulty

of Razzledazzle:

repetition in this

case led above all

to higher perfor-

mances in the ac-

quisition of re-

ceptive vocabu-

lary whereas cei-

ling effects were

soon observed in

the other programmes deployed in the

study, the results already being very

good in the 1st test. In addition, only

slight improvements in productive

vocabulary were ascertained with

Razzledazzle, a further example of

where this tendency does not match

the observations made in the other

programmes.

The evaluation of receptive behaviour

during Razzledazzle reveals a decline

in attentiveness subsequent to repeat-

ed viewing whereas the values for

lack of attention, involvement and

participation rose. This tendency was

found in all the subgroups examined.

The comparison of the receptive be-

haviour during the story and the re-

ception of the poem revealed a high-

er level of attentiveness during the

story, but more activity during the

poem. Closer analysis of these time

segments illustrated clearly that a

large part of this activity consisted of

emotional reactions.

Something Special

“All children are special”, regardless

of whether they have special needs

or not – this is the message of Some-

thing Special (BBC). Effortlessly, the

programme focusses on integrating

children with learning difficulties and

physical disabilities, deploying a va-

riety of methods that can also be used

in foreign language learning. In the

episode evaluated, movements such

as “walk”, “run”, “jump”, and “swim”

are demonstrated and repeated sever-

al times via clips,

images, picto-

grams and Maka-

ton sign lan-

guage.

One special fea-

ture of this format

is the way the ac-

tor Justin Fletcher

uses his body to

support the learn-

ing processes of

the children view-

ing. Apart from

the children fea-

tured in the clips, he is the only actor

and the whole format is buoyed by

his presence.

In English didactics, the method of

“Total Physical Response” (TPR) in-

corporates the integration of body

experience in language learning, an

approach that endeavours to activate

both halves of the brain and thus en-

hances memory capacity. Similar to

Razzledazzle, in many aspects Some-

thing Special follows the principles

of immersive learning.

What and how do children learn

with Something Special?

Although only English is spoken in

Something Special, 2/3 of the chil-

dren gained an overall understanding

of the contents after watching the pro-

gramme just once. This result is di-

rectly related to the “simplicity” of

the programme. Something Special

concentrates on the essentials, con-

tains no complex narrative thread and

is shouldered almost solely by the

presenter in an empty studio. The at-

tention of the children focusses only

on the contents transmitted, without

any distraction by competing impres-

sions (cf. Fisch, 2004).

The children achieved very good re-

sults in all the listening/viewing com-

prehension questions. And it was

quite striking that the children ren-

dered far more answers with the gist

of the content in English than in Ger-

man.

It is true that the older children learnt

more from Something Special. Yet,

the 3- to 4-year-olds also achieved re-

spectable results, compared to the

other programmes. As in all the other

programmes, listening comprehen-

sion and productive vocabulary ex-

perienced the highest levels of im-

provement after the repetition.

As in the results of the other pro-

grammes evaluated, no great differ-

ences between girls and boys were

ascertained in their learning from

Something Special. It should be

stressed, however, that the boys, as

compared to the girls, achieved great-

er increases in learning in all the sub-

skills investigated. The 5- to 6-year-

olds benefited more from the 3 re-

petitions than the younger children.

The use of TPR permitted interesting

observations on reception behaviour

and the children’s activity. In this con-

nection, TPR with musical accompa-

niment was compared to TPR with

solely verbal accompaniment.

After the 1st viewing the activity val-

ues were better in TPR mode with

musical accompaniment than that of

TPR with verbal accompaniment. In

the 2nd test the reverse was noted:

more activity was observed in the

verbal situations than in the sing-

alongs. We could prove a link be-

tween the level of activity and the re-

sults from the interview only in the

2nd test: high activity levels corre-
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sponded to better results from the in-

terview.

Conclusion

The study provided evidence of an

increase in learning for preschoolers

in all the programmes. The results,

however, differed according to the

individual programmes and sub-cat-

egories. Repetitions improved the

learning performance in all the for-

mats. The 5- to 6-year-olds achieved

better results than the 3- to 4-year-

olds in all the language learning cat-

egories evaluated. When the children

had to reproduce vocabulary, highly

positive values were recorded, the

same was the case in listening/view-

ing comprehension. The comparison

of boys and girls failed to reveal gen-

der-specific superiority on the part of

the girls right across the board.

In the final analysis, the question aris-

es whether learning English at an ear-

ly stage could develop into a signifi-

cant domain for children’s television

in Germany. This question can prin-

cipally be answered in the affirma-

tive, according to our evaluation.

Here we are taking into consideration

the significance of receptive learning

during the so-called “silent period”

of language learning, a phase when

children assimilate language, com-

prehend a considerable amount, but

cannot yet speak. Excluding a number

of other factors, learning success de-

pends on the quality and quantity of

the input. Programmes must be de-

signed in such a way that listening and

viewing comprehension are supported

effectively. Once the major maxims of

foreign language learning have been

taken into account, this will most prob-

ably be a solvable task for children’s

television.
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